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Abstract�As technology continues to scale down�

the number of transistors on a chip has increased

rapidly and interconnect delay has become a domi�

nant factor of system performance� Scalability and

routability are two major concerns in �oorplanning�

In this paper� we will present a multilevel �oorplanner

that addresses these important issues� congestion esti�

mation� bu�er planning and scalability� Experimental

results show that this integrated multilevel approach�

not only can handle large size problems� can also im�

prove the routability of the solution signi�cantly by

considering the interconnect issues�

I� Introduction

With the scaling down of the technology in IC devel�
opment� the number of transistors that can be built into
a standard size chip has increased rapidly� We need to
handle problems of very large size in �oorplanning� Scala�
bility has become an important issue ���� Most traditional
�oorplanners are unscalable since the process to obtain a
good packing when everything is still �exible is non�trivial�
This is even more problematic when interconnect issues
are considered because interconnect optimization is a time
consuming process� However interconnect optimization is
a major concern and cannot be ignored�

Multilevel approach is a good solution to address the
scalability problem� Multilevel approach has been used
in circuit partitioning ���� �	�� �	
� to handle large size cir�
cuits� In multilevel �oorplanning� the process is divided
into two phases� clustering and packing� Modules heavily
connected with one another will be placed close to each
other in the clustering phase� and this can shorten the
overall runtime of the �oorplanner� This technique can
solve the scalability problem and help to reduce the wiring
congestion�

Several previous works have addressed the interconnect�
driven �oorplanning problem� Most of them perform grid
based probabilistic analysis� and some will consider bu�er
insertion simultaneously �
�� ���� ��� �	��� ���� Bu�er inser�
tion is one of the most popular and e�ective techniques ���
to achieve timing closure� A good planning of the mod�
ule positions during the �oorplanning stage so that bu�ers
can be inserted wherever needed in the later routing stages
will be useful� In our �oorplanner� we will consider conges�
tion with bu�er insertion during the packing phase� We
adopted the variable interval bu�er insertion constraint
introduced in the paper �		�� i�e�� bu�ers are constrained
to be inserted for long enough wires such that the distances
between adjacent bu�ers are lying within a range �L� U �
given by the users� This constraint in bu�er locations
provides �exibility for the later routing stage and allows
users to specify their requirements accordingly� To further

The work described in this paper was fully supported by a grant
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Fig� �� A simple example to illustrate the multilevel approach in

oorplanning

improve the e�ciency of our �oorplanner and to consider
bus�based routing� we employ a net grouping technique�
Grouping of nets with related topology and circuit prop�
erties into buses can improve the e�ciency of the design
process and allow faster convergence of the solution� At
the end of the packing phase� we will apply the Lagrangian
relaxation technique �	� to optimize the total area of the
packing while keeping the interconnect cost unchanged�
Experimental results show that our multilevel �oorplan�
ner is promising in solving the scalability and routability
problem� We will de�ne the problem in the next section�
Our proposed integrated �oorplanner will be introduced
and described in details in section � to �� Section � will
show the experimental results�

II� Problem Formulation

We assume that wires are routed over�the�cell and bu�ers
can only be inserted in unoccupied spaces between the
logic modules� Given a lower and upper bound �L� U � for
the variable interval bu�er insertion constraint� a set of m
nets and a set of n modules where each moduleMi has an
area Ai and an aspect ratio bound �ri� si�� we want to ob�
tain a non�overlap packing of these modules such that the
area of the packing� the total wirelength and the conges�
tion cost are small� every net satis�es its bu�er insertion
constraint and every module satis�es its area and aspect
ratio constraint�

III� An Overview of the Floorplanner

Our multilevel �oorplanner has two phases� the cluster�
ing phase and the packing phase� At each level of the
clustering phase� modules that are heavily connected with
each other will be clustered together to form a new mod�
ule� These new modules� each actually is a collection of
modules� will go through the same clustering process in
the next level and this clustering process will be repeated
recursively until the number of modules remain is small



enough to be handled e�ciently� Unclustering and pack�
ing will be performed in the packing phase� At each level
of the packing phase� the modules in a cluster will be un�
clustered and packed with a basic �oorplanning algorithm�
These unclustering and packing steps will be repeated in
the next level using the result obtained from the current
level as the initial solution� These steps will be repeated
recursively in each successive level until all the basic mod�
ules are obtained� An example is shown in Figure ��

IV� Clustering Phase

In the clustering phase� modules that are heavily con�
nected with each other will be grouped together to form
new modules for the next level� The area of the new mod�
ule will be the sum of the module areas inside the cluster�
The netlist information will be reconstructed� The nets
connecting modules in the same cluster will be removed�
while those connecting modules in di�erent clusters or con�
necting with an I�O pin will remain� This step will be
repeated at each level until only one cluster remains� We
use a mixed policy in this phase to group the modules�
At each level� the hyperedge clustering method �	
 will be
applied �rst� If the percentage of modules grouped is less
than a threshold r� the heavy edge clustering method �	

will be applied to increase the number of grouped modules
to the required threshold� In this way� the speed at which
the graph is reducing can be controlled�

A� Hyperedge Clustering

In hyperedge clustering� all the hyperedges �nets in the
circuits are �rst sorted in a non�increasing order of their
weights �the number of hyperedges connecting the same
set of modules� This sorted list will be scanned and the
modules in a hyperedge will be grouped together if none of
them has been clustered yet �an independent hyperedge�

B� Heavy Edge Clustering

After performing hyperedge clustering� heavy edge clus�
tering will be applied if the percentage of modules grouped
is less than a given threshold r� In heavy edge cluster�
ing� the modules will be clustered in pairs� The module
pairs will be considered in a non�increasing order of their
weights� i�e�� the number of hyperedges connecting them�
The two modules in a pair will be grouped together if both
of them are not clustered yet� This grouping step will be
repeated until the total number of clustered modules is
increased to the required threshold�

C� Area Constraints in Clustering

It is well understood that a tighter packing can be ob�
tained if the areas of the modules in a data set are similar�
Therefore� we have imposed some constraints on the areas
of the modules being clustered and on the areas of the
clusters at the same level during the clustering phase in
order to prepare good sets of data for the packing phase�
First of all� to ensure that the areas of the clusters at
each level will not vary too much� we impose the following
constraint on the area of a cluster at level l�

X

Mi�C

Ai � �l

where C is a cluster at level l and � is a constant� For
the same reason� we impose the following constraint to
discourage large modules from being clustered with small
ones as packing modules of very di�erent sizes is di�cult�

�min �
Ai

Aj
� �max

where Mi and Mj are modules being clustered together�
and �min and �max are given by the users�

V� Packing Phase

In the packing phase� ungrouping and packing will be
performed at each level� Simulated annealing is used in
our �oorplanner to pack the modules� The solution ob�
tained at one level will be used as the initial solution of
the annealing process in the next level after ungrouping
the modules� Experimental results show that the multi�
level approach is advantageous to interconnect optimiza�
tion since the multilevel hierarchy is built according to the
interconnect structure� In order to improve interconnect
further� our packing algorithm is interconnect�driven ���
�
Bu�er locations� wiring congestion� critical path length
and total wirelength are considered� Net grouping is also
performed to reduce the runtime and to take bus�based
routing into account� More details will be given in the
following sections�

A� Computations of Congestion

In the packing phase� routability and bu�er locations
will be considered� The estimation is done iteratively by
considering each net one after another� We divide a �oor�
plan into a ��dimensional array of �xed�size grids� All
multi�pin nets are �rst decomposed into a set of two�pin
nets using the MST method� For each two�pin net i� we
will select the best possible bu�er locations that satisfy
the bu�er insertion constraint� This bu�er insertion pro�
cess can be done e�ciently by dynamic programming and
will be explained in more details in the next section� Af�
ter computing the bu�er locations of a net� we will esti�
mate the congestion due to this net by considering all the
source�bu�er pair� bu�er�bu�er pairs and bu�er�sink pair
along the route� assuming that every multi�bend route of
the shortest Manhattan distance is feasible� The conges�
tion information at each grid will then be updated� This
process will be repeated until all the nets are routed and
analyzed�

B� Computations of Bu�er Locations

To consider bu�er insertions� we assume the variable in�
terval bu�er insertion constraint� To estimate the bu�er
locations that satisfy these constraints� dynamic program�
ming can be used to scan the grids lying within the rect�
angle bounded by the source s and the sink t one by one
from s to t� At each grid �x� y� we will check whether
�x� y is a feasible bu�er location according to the variable
interval bu�er insertion constraint� If �x� y is a feasible
bu�er location� we will compute the best previous bu�er
location if a bu�er is inserted at �x� y� This process is
repeated until reaching t� When t is reached� we will be
able to backtrack the sequence of the best possible bu�er
locations from t to s�

To �nd the best previous bu�er location� we need to
de�ne the availability of a grid for bu�er insertion� This
is computed based on the wiring congestion of that grid�
the amount of empty space in it and the number of bu�ers
already inserted there� For a grid at �x� y� its availability
is computed as�

Res�x� y� � p� � congestion at �x� y� �

p� �
no� of bu�ers inserted at �x�y�

max� no� of bu�ers allowed at �x�y�

where p� and p� are parameters for adjusting the im�
portance of the wiring congestion term and the bu�er re�
sources term�



C� Ungrouping of Modules

At each level� unclustering will be performed before ap�
plying the simulated annealing process to pack the mod�
ules� One reason that sequence pair is used as the repre�
sentation in our �oorplanner because unclustering can be
done directly on the sequence pair e�ciently�

D� Annealing Schedule

At each level of the packing phase� simulated annealing
is used to pack the ungrouped modules� In the annealing
process� the temperature is initialized to ���� the cooling
rate is set to ��� and the following set of moves is used�

�� Rotate a module�
	� Interchange two modules in the 
rst sequence�
�� Interchange two modules in both sequences�

In order to shorten the runtime� we can vary the num�
ber of iterations in the annealing process according to the
level number� At the beginning levels� there are only a
few modules� so the number of iterations needed is small�
In the last few levels� the initial packing is already close
to the 
nal solution� and we can again use a fewer num�
ber of iterations� In our implementation� the number of
iterations at each level is adjuated as�

N �l � �
l�

L
� l �

L

�

where N �l is the number of iterations in the annealing
process at level l and L is the maximum level number�

E� Cost Function

Four criteria are considered in the cost function of the
annealing process� They are the area �A� total wirelength
�W � critical path length �L and congestion �C�

cost � �A� �W � �L � �C

where �� �� � and � are the weights� From level L to level
one� the weights �� �� � and � are adjusted in such a way
that the ratio of importance of A� W � L and C is ��������
At level zero� this ratio becomes �������� Congestion is
considered only at the last level because it is a very time
consuming process�

F� Net Grouping

Grouping of nets with related topology and circuit prop�
erties into buses can improve the e�ciency of the design
process and allow faster convergence of the solution� In or�
der to consider bus�based routing� we used a net grouping
approach in our �oorplanner� A bus is formed by bundling
together the nets that start and end at the same grid�
This approach will also lead to a signi
cant reduction in
the complexity of the �oorplanning process since a much
smaller number of net groups will be resulted� Our group�
ing method is divided into two levels� In the 
rst level� we
will group the nets that connect the same set of modules
together� After the 
rst stage grouping� multi�pin nets
are decomposed into sets of two�pin nets by the MST ap�
proach� The second level grouping will group together all
those two�pin nets with the same source and sink�

In the computation of the congestion information� we
will route those grouped nets in sub�groups of size K�
where K is a certain percentage of the total number of
nets in that group� K is called the net grouping factor
and is input by the users� In our implementation�K is set
to m

��� where m is the total number of nets�

G� Module Sizing

After the packing phase� we will apply the Lagrangian
relaxation technique to the 
nal solution to change the
dimensions of the soft modules ���� to further improve
the packing quality� Experimental results show that
deadspace can be reduced by �� to ��� by this post�
processing step without a�ecting the interconnect cost
much�

Circuit � of Modules � of Nets � of Two�pin Nets
ami�� �� ��� ���
ami�� �� ��	 
�

playout �� ���� ����
n���� �� ���� �	��
n�
�� �
 �
�� ����
n���� �� ���� ����
data��� ��� ���� ���	
data��� ��� ���� ����
data��� ��� ���� �
�	
data��� ��� ���� 
�	�
data
�� 
�� 
��� ���

data��� ��� ���� 	
��
data	�� 	�� 	��� �����

TABLE I

Testing Data Sets

Circuit Time Deadspace Wire� Blocked Critical
length Wire Path

ami�� ���	 ��� ��� � ����
ami�� ����� ��� ���� � ����
playout ����� ��� ���� �
��� ����
n���� ����� ���� ����� ���	 ����
n�
�� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
n���� ��
�� ���� ���� ���	 ��
��
data��� ����	 ���	 ��� ���	 ���
data��� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���
data��� ����	 
�� ��� ���� ����
data��� ��	�� 	�	 ��	 ��
 ����
data
�� ����� ���� ��� ���
 ����
data��� ��	�� ��� ��� ���� ���	
data	�� ��	�� ��� ��� ��
 ��


average ����� 	�
 ���� ���
 ����

TABLE III

Improvement of the Simple Multilevel Floorplanner

Circuit Time Deadspace Wire� Blocked Critical
length Wire Path

ami�� ����� �	�	 ��
 � ���

ami�� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
playout 
��� ���� ��� �	��� �	��
n���� ����� ���� 

�
 ��	�� ��
��
n�
�� �
��� 	�� 	�� ����� �����
n���� ����
 ���� ��� ����� ����

data��� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����
data��� ����� ��� 	�� ����� ����	
data��� ����� ���� ��� �
��� ����
data��� ����� ���
 ��� ����� �����
data
�� ����� ���	 ��� ����� ����
data��� ����� �
�� ��� ����� ��
�

data	�� ��
�� ��� ��	 ����� �����

average ����� ���� ��	 ����� ����


TABLE V

Improvement of the Multilevel Floorplanner with Interconnect Optimization

VI� Experimental Results

We implemented our multilevel �oorplanner on a Pen�
tium III �GHz machine with �GB memory� We tested
our �oorplanner with three MCNC building block bench�
marks� ami��� ami�� and playout� and some densely con�
nected randomly generated data sets� Table I shows the
information of all the data sets� A simple global router is
used to evaluate the performance of the �oorplan solution�
In the global router� multi�pin nets are 
rst decomposed
into two�pin nets based on the MST method and the two�
pin nets are routed one after another� If a net can be
routed from its source to its sink in the shortest Manhat�
tan distance with all the required bu�ers inserted success�
fully and without exceeding the wiring capacity� i�e�� the



Circuit Traditional Floorplanner Simple Multilevel Floorplanner
Time Dead� Wire� Cong� Block� Critical Time Dead� Wire� Cong� Block� Critical Wire

space length estion ed Path space length estion ed Path Capa�
�s� ��� �����m� Wire �nm� �s� ��� �����m� Wire �nm� city

ami�� ����	 
�� ������ 	�� � �
�� ���
 ���� ����� ��	
 � ���	 ��
ami	 ���� ���
 �����	 ��� � 
��� ����� 
��
 ����� ��	� � 
�� �	
playout �� ���
� ����
 
��� �	 ���� ����� ���� ����� ���
 � �	� 
	
n���� � �� ����� �� ��� �� 
	��
 ��
� ���
�	 �� ��� ��� ��
n���� �	� �� ����� �� ��� �� ��� ��� �����
 �� �
� ����� ��
n���� �� ��� ������ ��� �
	 ��� ����
 ��
 ����� ��� �
� ����� ���
data��� 	
� ���� �����	 �� �	� ��� ��	�� ��
 ����� �� ��� ��	 ��
data��� ���� ��� 	���	 �� ��� ���� 

��
 
� 	���
 �� ��� ���� ��
data��� ���
 
�� ����	 	� �� 
�� ���
 
�� ���	�
 	� ��
 
	�� 	�
data	�� ���� ��
 ������ 	
 	� ��� ���� ��� ����
�	 	
 	�� 
�� 	

data��� ���
 	��� ������� �� �
 ����� 	�� 	�� ������� �� ��� ���	� ��
data��� ����� ��� ������� �� �	� �	�� �
�� ��� ������ �� ��� ���� ��
data��� ����� 
�	 ������� 
� ��
 ����
 ��	�� 
�
 ������� 
� ��� ��	�� 
�

TABLE II Comparison between the Simple Multilevel Floorplanner and the Traditional Floorplanner

Circuit Simple Multilevel Floorplanner Multilevel Floorplan with Interconnect Optimization
Time Dead� Wire� Cong� Block� Critical Time Dead� Wire� Cong� Block� Critical Wire

space length estion ed Path space length estion ed Path Capa�
�s� ��� �����m� Wire �nm� �s� ��� �����m� Wire �nm� city

ami�� ���
 ���� ����� ��	
 � ���	 �� � ������ 	�
� � ���� ��
ami	 ����� 
��
 ����� ��	� � 
�� �� �� ������ ���
 � 
		� �	
playout ����� ���� ����� ���
 � �	� �� ��
 ������ �
�� � ���� 
	
n���� 
	��
 ��
� ���
�	 �� ��� ��� ��	 �� ������ �� 

 ��
�� ��
n���� ��� ��� �����
 �� �
� ����� ��� �� ������ �� ��
 ��� ��
n���� ����
 ��
 ����� ��� �
� ����� ��� ���� ������ ��� �
 ��	 ���
data��� ��	�� ��
 ����� �� ��� ��	 ��
� 
�

 ��� �� � �	� ��
data��� 

��
 
� 	���
 �� ��� ���� �	� 
�
 	����� �� �� �
�� ��
data��� ���
 
�� ���	�
 	� ��
 
	�� 		�	 ��	 ���� 	� �	� ��
� 	�
data	�� ���� ��� ����
�	 	
 	�� 
�� �	�� ���� ������ 	
 �	
 

� 	

data��� 	�� 	�� ������� �� ��� ���	� ���� ���� �
����� �� �� ���� ��
data��� �
�� ��� ������ �� ��� ���� ���
	 ��		 ������� �� ��� ���	� ��
data��� ��	�� 
�
 ������� 
� ��� ��	�� ����� 
�� �����	 
� �� �	�	 
�

TABLE IV Comparison between the Multilevel Floorplanners with and without Interconnect Optimization

maximumnumber of wires allowed in each grid� the net is
said to be routable� otherwise� it is called a blocked net� We
will compare the performance based on the deadspace per�
centage� total wirelength� congestion �average number of
wires passing through the top ��� most congested grids��
number of blocked two�pin wires and critical path length�

Table II compares a traditional 	oorplanner and a sim�
ple multilevel 	oorplanner without any routability con�
trol� The traditional 	oorplanner is a simulated annealing
based 	oorplanner using the sequence pair representation
and a cost function with total area� wirelength and crit�
ical path length weighted in the ratio of �
�
�� Table III
shows the percentage improvement of the simple multi�
level 	oorplanning over the traditional one� We can see
that with a small penalty in area �increase by ���� on
average�� the runtime and the number of blocked wires
can be reduced signicantly by ��� and ���� on aver�
age respectively� The total wirelength and critical path
length are also slightly improved by ���� and ���� re�
spectively� These results verify the idea that the multilevel
approach is useful for large size problems and can benet
the routability of the solution�

Table IV and Table V compares the simple multilevel
	oorplanner with the multilevel 	oorplanner with inter�
connect optimization� We can see that interconnect opti�
mization is an expensive process� but is still a�ordable to
be applied in large size problems by using the multilevel
approach� By performing interconnect optimization in the
multilevel 	oorplanner� we can further reduce the number
of blocked wires and the critical path length by �����
and ����� respectively� However the total wirelength is
increased by ���� since some detours must occur to reduce
congestion�
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